Sockets
“The mother of all sockets” - our universal device socket (UDS) includes
our quick release mechanism which allows for the safe device attachment within seconds. The footprint on the device is minimal, yet great
sturdiness is achieved!

Sockets
UDS 22 DC | 16.1051
Rehadapt’s signature quick release
system with ball-joint in three versions.
Check with 3 axes of rotation
Check Two levers for separated fixation of
the ball joint and the tube clamp. This
way, the weight of the device remains
supported during repositioning.
Check The included bolts and Quickshiftlever allow you to replace or optimize the
extisting fastening elements.

UGA 22 | 16.1000
Check Fixation with a bolt.

UGA 22 QS | 16.1050
Check Fixation with a lever.

UDS Eco
16.1004

UDS Eco Plus
16.1005

Check with 1 axis of rotation

Check with 2 axes of rotation

The most economic and compact version
of Rehadapt‘s quick release system: sitting
directly on the tube. Allows for the rotation
around the tube axis. Fastened with a bolt.

Excellent compromise between economic
yet flexible use of Rehadapt‘s quick release
system. Allows for the rotation around the
tube axis and the twisting of the screen.
Fastened with a bolt.

System bridges
Combine your existing mounting elements with Rehadapt’s ecosystem.

SLS interface
→ to UDS
14.1516

SLS interface
→ to Magic Arm
14.9511_SW

VESA fitting
→ to UDS
16.1010

Edero arm support
→ to M3D
16.1022

Perfect for 3rd party
monitor holders to carry
devices with a Rehadapt
UDS adapter plate.

UDS interface
→ to Daessy
16.1020
EyeGaze
Edge Talker
16.1021

Device adapter for mounting the Edero Arm Support
from Armon on Rehadapt’s
Monty 3D system. Includes
a pin for inserting the arm
and a tube for parking it.

Universal
70/50
16.1224

Wheelchair mounting solution
for your arm support
Rehadapt‘s tireless commitment to expand boundaries of interaction - literally in every direction - led us to a new mounting solution for the Edero arm support system from Armon
Products. It‘s not just about supporting an arm. Nor is it just about mounting another product. It‘s about reaching a further step of independence.
The Armon Edero is an arm support, especially designed for those with limited strength
in their arms, or for those that can only use
their muscular strength for a limited time.
The device compensates the full weight of
the arm with an innovative spring compensation mechanism, easy to setup and intuitive to use. The Edero follows the natural
movement of the user and allows the arm to
move easily in all directions.
That gives the beneficiary full control over his
arm movements.

M3D Edero Arm Support Adapter
16.1022
Rehadapt‘s device adapter for mounting the
Edero Arm Support from Armon includes a
stainless steel swivel interface to carry the
Edero and a hollow element to park it next to
the armrest. Both elements are ready to fit
perfectly into our M3D ecosystem of mounting elements.
With this adapter, the Edero Arm Support
can be mounted onto any wheelchair:

under the armrest of a
powered wheelchair

on the slide-track of a
powered wheelchair

anywhere on the frame of
a manual wheelchair

vms
virtual mounting service

With our unique virtual mounting
service it will be even easier for you
to find the right mounting solution for
your Edero arm system. This option is
integral part of our VMS process. Learn more at www.rehadapt.com/vms

For more information feel free to contact our salesteam@rehadapt.com
or visit www.rehadapt.com/armon

